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Adoption consultation on the revision of  
the regulation on Union guidelines for the development of the trans-European transport network (1315/2013) 

The Bothnian Corridor’s Views on the Review of the Trans-European Transport 
Network (TEN-T) 

The Bothnian Corridor works to strengthen transport infrastructure and improve relations between Sweden and the rest of 
Europe. The Bothnian Corridor forms the upper part of the EU's core network corridor Scandinavia-Mediterranean and links 
Norway, Sweden and Finland, together with the connecting routes. The collaboration focuses on the railway corridors, but 
also includes important connections to the other modes of transport. The Bothnian Corridor is a cooperation between the 
Swedish regions of Norrbotten, Västerbotten, Västernorrland, Jämtland Härjedalen, Gävleborg, Dalarna and Örebro county. 
 - https://bothniancorridor.com 

Several of the regions may also submit their own more specific opinions based on each county's geography. 

 

Summary of the Bothnian Corridor´s position regarding the suggested amendments of 

the TEN-T 

The Bothnian Corridor welcomes the ongoing revision and has also submitted opinions in previous 
consultations during the revision process. This opinion is based on the position paper produced in the 
spring of 2021 regarding the impact assessment of the revision of the TEN-T. An annex regarding the 
importance of the Bothnian Corridor from a dual use perspective is attached to this position paper, as 
the military strategical importance of the northern parts of Finland, Norway and Sweden cannot be 
stressed enough. 

The Bothnian Corridor’s main message is that the TEN-T maps need to comprehend all seven counties 
in a relevant way. The maps need to consider both the current situation and needs as well as the future 
– not least in light of the powerful industrial development that is currently taking place linked to the 
green transition – and the rising need for green infrastructure. 

The Bothnian Corridor welcomes 

• The clear focus on rail and the promotion of low-carbon modes of transport, including a clear 
objective of reducing transport emissions by 90 per cent by 2050, in the new regulation 
proposal. 

• The new concept of European transport corridors, merging the core network and rail freight 
corridors. 

• The inclusion of Örebro, Gävle, Sundsvall and Umeå, together with several other medium-sized 
European cities, as urban nodes in the trans-European transport network. This creates better 
conditions for increased accessibility to the EU's internal market while promoting the transition 
to a more sustainable society through a faster deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure. 

• The inclusion of the terminals in Gävle, Sundsvall, Umeå, Luleå in the TEN-T network. Well-
functioning multimodal terminals are crucial for the efficient transfer of goods from road to rail 
and shipping. Prioritizing the terminals within TEN-T facilitates a rapid green transition of the 
transport sector. 

• The proposal to allow the European Commission to examine proposals for national transport 
plans and to provide the European Commission and corridor coordinators with additional 
opportunities to follow up on the implementation of projects in the TEN-T network. 
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The Bothnian Corridor underlines the importance of 

• That Borlänge, Östersund and Luleå are also defined as urban nodes in the trans-European 
transport network to increase accessibility to the EU's internal market, promote the transition to 
a more sustainable society and avoid white spots on the map in the transport network.  

• That ports in or adjacent to the cities of Hudiksvall, Härnösand, Örnsköldsvik, Skellefteå, Piteå 
and Kalix are included in the TEN-T network. 

• That terminals in Borlänge, Mora, Ånge, Östersund, Örnsköldsvik, Storuman, Skellefteå, Kiruna 
and Haparanda/Tornio are included in the TEN-T network. 

• To include an additional eight railway routes and one road – see below under Routes – to ensure 
sufficient robustness in the transport system. 

• To upgrade the airports of Åre Östersund, Umeå and Luleå from comprehensive network to 
core network. 

• Considering the new security policy situation in Europe, sparsely populated nodes may become 
increasingly strategical, not at least if the nodes are close to border crossings or important 
production clusters such as steel production sites. 
 

The Bothnian Corridor supports 

• Descriptions of urban nodes as functional urban areas rather than strictly limited to specific city 
borders. We are in favour of suggestions which widens the definitions of urban nodes. 
 

• Proposals that member states should be granted the right to suggest new urban nodes, and not 
only by permitting or allowing suggestions from the EU, furthermore that regions and 
municipalities also should be able suggest the inclusion of new urban nodes. 

 

The green transition in northern Scandinavia is taking place now 
In northern and central Sweden, the business community is investing more than 107 billion euros in 
new innovative technology and new industries. Progress is going at a record pace. To meet the rapid 
green new industrialization and ensure sustainable transport, expanded green infrastructure is 
required. The Bothnian Corridor cooperation therefore underlines the importance of including 
additional nodes, ports and terminals in the TEN-T network in order to strengthen accessibility for all 
counties, in particular taking into account the challenges of long distances to major markets, and to 
improve cross-border mobility in line with the European Strategy for Sustainable and Smart 

Mobility.1  The Bothnian Corridor emphasizes that nodes should be defined based on functionality 
rather than strict criteria regarding the number of inhabitants or volumes of goods in sparse 
environments. 

Urban nodes 
The Bothnian Corridor welcomes the Commission's proposal in paragraph 52 that states that 
Member States should set up national support programmes to promote the development of 
sustainable urban mobility plans. The Bothnian Corridor sees support and guidance from national 
level regarding, for example, regulatory interpretation, opportunities to apply for external funding 
and goal achievement, as an important part of reaching the full potential of the work on the 

 
1 Strategy for sustainable and smart mobility, vision 80. All necessary measures must be taken to complete the 

TEN-T in time. 
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sustainable urban mobility plans. Furthermore, it is important to consider that the designated nodes 
may have different circumstances and access to resources, which is why support from the national 
level needs to be adapted based on each node's conditions. 

The criteria for urban nodes should not be limited to population, as this puts northern parts of 
Europe at a disadvantage. Labour market regions are different in sparse geography as people 
commute long distances to get to and from work and higher education. To strengthen accessibility in 
all regions of the EU and avoid white spots in the transport network, the TEN-T network should also 
include key functional nodes at NUTS3 level rather than NUTS2 level in sparse environments. For 
northern and central Sweden, this would mean, also identifying Borlänge, Östersund and Luleå as 
urban nodes, in addition to Örebro, Gävle, Sundsvall and Umeå. There is "twin city" functionality for 
all three (Borlänge/Falun, Östersund/Åre and Luleå/Boden) which means that the population base is 
in practice higher than 100,000 inhabitants and that the population criterion is thus met. Due to long 
distances between cross-border connections and between urban nodes, a coherent net with basic 
accessibility and a fair resilience in Norway, Sweden and Finland can only be achieved by adding 
Borlänge, Östersund and Luleå as urban nodes in the TEN-T network. 

Borlänge and Falun together have just over 112,000 inhabitants and the functional labour market 
region including six municipalities has about 161,000 inhabitants. Dalarna University has campuses in 
both Borlänge and Falun and the cities are connected by dense public transport and good 
infrastructure via both the E16 road and Bergslagsbanan (railway). Falun is home to the County 
Administrative Board, the region's county hospital and the Armed Forces. 
The area around Borlänge is one of Sweden's strong industrial regions where major investments for 
green industry are underway. In Borlänge, Northvolt is investing several billion SEK in a new battery 
factory that will generate at least 1,000 jobs, and in Ludvika Hitachi Energy is increasing production in 
high-tech sustainable power transmission and at the same time establishing a new plant in the 
neighbouring municipality of Smedjebacken. 

Borlänge handles large flows of goods from the surrounding steel and forest industries and is home 
to one of the country's significant marshalling yards. Borlänge is a central node for the transfer of 
goods between road and rail with connection to the ports of Gävle and Gothenburg via Hallsberg 
(terminal nodes on the ScanMed CNC), as well as with a railway connection to ScanMed's core 
network corridor (Bothnian corridor/Freight Route through Bergslagen) via Dalabanan and 
Bergslagsbanan. In Borlänge, three routes are connected that are proposed to be included in the 
comprehensive TEN-T; Dalabanan and Bergslagsbanan (railway) and cross-border E16 between 
Gävle and Oslo (road). The airport in Borlänge is an important part of the region's infrastructure. 

Borlänge is also a significant node for work and study commuting within and interregionally as well as 
for the region´s rail connection to Stockholm Arlanda Airport (airport, core network). Borlänge is also 
an important hub in the transport system for the significant tourism industry in the region.  

For many years, the municipalities of Falun and Borlänge have collaborated closely on many issues 
and, for example, already have a common overview planning. Falun-Borlänge is thus already well 
placed to develop a common sustainable urban mobility plan (SUMP) as the proposal for the 
upcoming TEN-T regulation stipulates that all urban nodes should have. Borlänge is also part of the 
Viable Cities programme, climate-neutral cities, 2030. 

Östersund, together with Åre, has about 77,000 inhabitants and the functional labour market 
region's six municipalities have a population of about 110,000 inhabitants and constitute a 
supporting growth engine in the inland of Norrland. Östersund is very important for its surroundings 
and is a central point in the connecting network to the ScanMed core network corridor. Important 
regional functions are Mid Sweden University, the governmental authorities cluster and the Armed 
Forces' presence. The tourism industry is strong and Östersund-Åre is a significant destination for 
major sporting events such as the Alpine World Championships and the Biathlon World 
Championships. The strong tourism industry in the region also means a varying number of 
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inhabitants during the winter season, but also throughout the summer, meaning a large increase of 
the number of inhabitants with not least seasonal workers. Östersund as a unique city with its 
location by the mountains. The combination of a multifaceted business community and the 
possibilities for active leisure time makes Östersund an attractive city. Östersund is actively 
participating in the climate transition with Interreg projects such as "Green Highway" and "Green 
Flyway", the city and the region have taken major steps for the development of climate-smart road 
and air transport. Östersund is also part of the Viable Cities programme, climate-neutral cities, 2030. 

Östersund is an important cross-border node in inner Norrland, which is intersected by cross-border 
road and rail routes in an east-west direction towards third countries (Norway) through the 
Mittbanan line and further on the Meråkerbanan and cross-border E14, both between Sundsvall and 
Trondheim, within the comprehensive network. Östersund is also an important node in the north-
south direction through the E45 within the comprehensive network. Östersund also has excellent 
links to the Northern Main Line and thus also the Bräcke-Gävle route via Bollnäs. The ongoing 
refurbishment of the Meråkerbanan and E14 on the Norwegian side will mean that the routes coast 
to coast Norway-Sweden will be strengthened (Trondheim-Östersund-Sundsvall and Trondheim-
Östersund-Bollnäs-Gävle). The strengthened cross-border route will to an even greater extent mean 
an important link between the Bothnian Bay and the Atlantic Ocean in the Middle Nordic region in 
the future. Östersund is today an important node in the route that will be further strengthened with 
the investments made in the infrastructure in both Sweden and Norway. 

Luleå has together with Boden, about 107,000 inhabitants and the functional labour market region, 
which consists of six municipalities, comprehends 177,000 inhabitants.  Extensive green 
industrialization is underway in the region. In Boden, the establishment of a new steel mill for fossil-
free production is currently taking place and in Luleå the existing steelworks will be converted to 
fossil-free steel production. Due to these major investments and requirements for competence, a 
large population growth is expected in the region.  

Luleå is of great importance for the development and growth of the entire region and is home to 
County Administrative Board, the region’s county hospital and Armed Forces.  Luleå is an important 
transport node, located along the Main Line through upper Norrland and intersected by Malmbanan 
and Haparandabanan, this is a node for both freight and passenger train traffic with connections 
both east-west and north-south. The cross-border roads E4 and E10 connect Luleå and the coast with 
the ore fields as well as Norway and Finland. The Scandinavia-Mediterranean route between the core 
network corridor passes Luleå and in Luleå harbour, which is a designated core network port, the 
core network corridor North Sea-Baltic Sea starts. Luleå Airport is a designated airport in the 
comprehensive network that has an important function for the region's accessibility and for the high-
tech base industry. The airport is a military base which is hosted by civilian traffic. 

With the industrial development, the municipalities of Boden and Luleå have deepened a long-standing 
collaboration. Very large investment volumes and new industry establishments will require 
extraordinary efforts by several societal stakeholders and the goal is to jointly work to be a pioneer 
region in the sustainable social transition. Concrete collaborations are ongoing in several areas such as 
skills supply, living, infrastructure and business. Another example is the EU's initiative New European 
Bauhaus, where the Council for Sustainable Cities has selected Luleå-Boden on the theme "Twins in 

the North. How can we bridge the perceived distance between Boden and Luleå?" to think new about 
the sustainable, inclusive, and beautiful habitats of the future. 

A collaboration has been ongoing in the Luleå region since 2015, where a regional traffic strategy has 
been developed. The aim is to find forms of work and cooperation to create a more sustainable region 
and develop accessibility in the region with a focus on work and study commuting. The basis of the 
strategy is based on the Poly-SUMP method, which corresponds to a sustainable urban mobility plan 
(SUMP) as the proposal for the upcoming TEN-T Regulation stipulates that all urban nodes should be 
in place by 2025. 
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Ports and terminals 

The Bothnian Corridor welcomes the European Commission's proposal that Member States be 
required to carry out market analyses of multimodal freight terminals, including consultations with 
carriers and logistics companies, as a basis for an action plan to develop a functioning freight 
terminal network. As the regions have overall development responsibilities, they are also important 
stakeholders that should be included in the study. 

The Bothnian Corridor questions if the strong focus on freight volumes in terms of ports and 
terminals is the best way to achieve the objectives of TEN-T. Aspects such as sustainability, the use of 
fossil free fuels and innovative ways of working should also be clearly taken into account. In order to 
achieve the best functionality, The Bothnian Corridor considers it appropriate to have a terminal and 
port every 60 – 70 kilometres, instead of the 200 kilometres proposed in Article 24(4)(d.) The ports 
that then need to be included on the maps are ports in or adjacent to the cities (from south to north) 
Hudiksvall, Härnösand, Örnsköldsvik,  Skellefteå, Piteå and Kalix. The road and rail terminals that 
need to be included in a similar way (in addition to Gävle, Sundsvall, Umeå and Luleå) are Borlänge, 
Mora, Ånge, Östersund, Örnsköldsvik, Storuman, Skellefteå, Kiruna and Haparanda/Tornio.  
Haparnada/Tornio is an important border node for the interaction between Sweden and Finland and 
is also a critical transhipment terminal to bridge the gauge difference on the railway between the 
two countries. 

Routes 
The Bothnian Corridor is calling for an update of the TEN-T maps with routes that should be 
incorporated into the comprehensive network to strengthen the robustness of the transport system. 

• Västeraspby-Långsele (Övre Ådalsbanan), Örnsköldsvik-Mellansel (Mellanselspåret), 
Bastuträsk-Skelleftehamn (Skelleftebanan) and Piteå-Älvsbyn (Pitebanan) are all of great 
importance for obtaining a functional double track function between the Main Line through 
upper Norrland and Botniabanan and the upcoming Norrbotnia line, respectively, which thus 
allows diversion in the event of a disruptions, which is important for strengthening the 
robustness of the transport system. 

• Hällnäs-Storuman is a cross-section that has a significant function in the railway system and is a 
very important link in the east-west route both in terms of freight transport and commuting. 
The route is currently operated by diesel locomotives as it lacks electrification, which is negative 
both in terms of transport as well as from an environmental and climate point of view.  

• Gävle-Borlänge-Gothenburg (Bergslagsbanan) including the route west of Lake Vänern is a high 
priority freight route for transporting steel and wood products down to Europe for goods 
generated in northernmost Sweden, Norway and Finland, but also for raw materials and finished 
goods from the forest and steel industry generated within the route. The funicular line leads the 
goods to the ports of Gävle and Gothenburg and relieves other routes in a north-south direction, 
the route is also of great importance for robustness both through its connection west of Lake 
Vänern, as well as with the connection via Frövi-Hallsberg.  

• Uppsala-Mora (Dalabanan) has a significant role for work and study commuting within and 
between regions, but also for the tourism industry and an increasing freight traffic of export 
goods via the country's ports, with significance for the transfer from road to rail. The Dalabanan 
railway occupies freight flows from the surrounding forest industries and forms connecting 
routes to the Freight Line through Bergslagen (ScanMed core network corridor).  

• Mora-Gällivare (Inlandsbanan) The Arctic perspective has had an increasing impact within the 
EU, based on several different aspects, there are reasons to ensure the functioning of the 
transport system further in the northern parts of the Union. The parallel route E45 is today 
included in the comprehensive network according to the current methodology, which is why the 
corresponding railway should also be included. 
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• Gävle-Oslo-Bergen (E16 road) is a cross-border road in an east-west direction. The route connects 
three major population concentrations in northern Europe: the areas around Bergen, Oslo, and 
Borlänge-Falun-Gävle. E16 thus provides an important link for cross-border transport with the 
efficient interconnection of the Norwegian and Swedish road networks. Standard increases and 
uniform speed levels will strengthen exchanges between the ports of Oslo and Gävle. In addition 
to this, certain key airports in the comprehensive network should also be upgraded to the core 
network: 

• Åre Östersund Airport, with its strategic location in northern Sweden's hinterland, plays an 
important role in Sweden's defence building. The state-owned airport is Sweden's seventh 
largest and handles both domestic flights and international tourist charters. The airport will be 
upgraded in 2021 to CATIIIB Airport according to the EU's categorization of airports, which 
means opportunities to land regardless of the weather. In 2019, there were 470,000 passengers.  

• Umeå Airport, with its approximately 1 million passengers per year, is one of the larger airports 
for Swedish domestic flights, which comprises about 6,5 million passengers per year. Umeå 
Airport has the connection to The University Hospital but is also a joint flight coordination centre 
(FKC), located in Umeå and staffed at all hours of the day by medical staff and qualified 
operational staff. 

• Luleå Airport, with about 1,2 million passengers, is the largest airport outside the metropolitan 
regions of Sweden. Luleå is also an important military airport and has the country's longest 
runway. With its geographical location and the need for fast transport facilities, Luleå Airport 
has a special function that, together with other infrastructure, maintains accessibility to the 
entire region. The airport is crucial for the continued development of the high-tech base 
industry in the global market. The airport is also planning for a possible connection of the 
Norrbotnia line and a future station location. 

 

Other comments 

The Bothnian Corridor believes that the TEN-T proposal has a clearer and more balanced focus than 
before on sustainable modes of transport, partly by strengthening the modal shift to more rail, inland 
waterways, and shipping, and partly through the expansion of alternative fuel infrastructure. The 
Bothnian corridor is particularly in favour of the new concept of European transport corridors in 
Article 7 on the merging of the core network and rail freight corridors. We also welcome the clearer 
requirements to enable longer trains and heavier loads for freight transport and the promotion of 
more multimodal freight terminals. 

The Bothnian Corridor is in favour of allowing the Commission to contribute to national planning 
under Article 58 and to contribute to the development of national plans. We propose that the 
European Commission could be a referral body in the development of a national transport 
infrastructure plan. The European Commission has previously expressed concern about the pace of 
implementation and The Bothnian Corridor agrees that a developed reporting system linked to the 
implementation of TEN-T is needed. In Sweden, the Swedish Transport Administration has been 
criticized for its lack of EU perspective in planning. The Swedish National Audit Office (RiR 2017:27) 
considers, among other things, that the implementation of TEN-T risks being delayed because 
projects that contribute to better transport flows in a European perspective have not been prioritized 
in the same way as nationally initiated projects in the national plan. It is valuable to have a 
transparent interaction between national economic planning and the EU to ensure that there is a 
priority long-term financial planning. This is important not least in the work on the green transition – 
to ensure that there are green sustainable transport solutions. It is a task that needs reliable and 
effective tools for short- and long-term investment. 


